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Who we are
Cohope is a Spanish organization 
that promotes and connects social 
impact between people, 
organizations and territories.
The service Cohope Experience proposes different projects that 
bring together people from different parts of the world in order to 
generate a positive footprint in the locality where it takes place, It’s 
inhabitants and participants.
The integration of knowledge related to social entrepreneurship is 
the engine of change and evolution towards a society strengthened 
by the collaboration, connection and learning that collective 
experiences provide.
We create proposals that holistically promote the common good 
through the resolution of obstacles and the development of good 
practices.

www.cohope.info



European Cohope Experience

OUR PARTNERS

European Cohope Experience is a Youth Exchange project supported by the Erasmus+ programme, that includes participants 
and organizations from Latvia, Turkey, Greece, Romania and Spain. It will take place from March 3 to 11 (including travel days) in 
Hondarriba, Spain.

The project is designed for people who are interested in social entrepreneurship and still need to acquire tools and 
methodologies to create their own business model. 

We will combine professional and personal growth so that, from social innovation, both the person and their proposals, go to 
the next level and be part of the transformation towards a more empathetic and sustainable world. We focus on active, 
cooperative learning, always based on real experiences. As a Youth Exchange we will have a lot of learning by doing and we will 
value the process rather than the end result. 

During the project, accommodation and food will be covered by the Erasmus+ programme.

About the project

Greece

Daphne Youth 

Latvia Turkey Romania



Objectives and Methodology 

European Cohope Experience

The main objectives of the European Cohope Experience are, on the one hand, to integrate different agents and sectors of 
knowledge to use social entrepreneurship as an engine of change and evolution towards an empowered society, while 
providing tools and methodologies that stimulate the creation and development of projects from an economically, 
environmentally and emotionally sustainable point of view.

We foster a collaborative system that generates synergies to promote actions that promote positive social impact. We 
co-create sustainable projects, which guarantee the implementation and continuity of actions and objectives. We promote 
habits aligned and coherent with the individual development of the person leading the project.

THE FLOW
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the project and 
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★ The project will bring together 32 young people between the ages of 18 and 24 
(except for the group leader of each national group, for whom there is no age 
limit) and It will include 6 participants per country. Ideally, participants will be 
young people who have faced inequality and/or social exclusion or have fewer 
opportunities due to personal, economic, cultural, social or geographic barriers.

★ Participants do not need to have any previous experience in the topic or 
international programs. However, it is very important that they are motivated to 
want to know, create and get involved as active citizens in their territories. 

★ We want the participants to be involved in all the activities and to be active in 
them, we will require the participants to help in the good development of it. 

★ Participants are expected to have a good level of English to enable fluent 
communication.

★ We expect commitment in respecting deadlines and completing the requested 
preparatory tasks.

★ Partner organizations are encouraged to maintain gender balance to the extent 
possible when selecting participants.

Group Leader’s Profile
We would like to prepare and carry out a very participative youth exchange in which the Group Leaders 
actively participate in the design of the activities and/or get involved with their sending organizations.

Participant’s profile



Hondarribia

European Cohope Experience

Hondarribia is a town and municipality in the 
Basque Country, Spain, located in the 
northeastern corner of the province of Guipúzcoa, 
about 20 km east of the capital, San Sebastián. It 
is a tourist and residential town.

The arrival day to Hondarribia is March 3, the meeting point will 
be at the hostel at 6pm. The departure day will be March  11 at 
10am. You will have 2 days before or after the project to visit the 
region.

Average temperature

07º16ºMar

The Place
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The project will take place at Juan Sebastián Elkano Hostel, located 
800 meters from the town of Hondarribia. The hostel provides each 
user with lockers to store personal belongings.

The rooms will be for 2 to 4 people, with private bathroom in each 
room. Sheets will be provided.

Our hostel :)Accommodation
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We recommend traveling to Madrid or Barcelona and from 
there taking a domestic flight to San Sebastian airport. 

From the airport to the hostel you can take the public bus E20 
or E25, which will drop you off within a 10 minute walk. 

The time from the airport to the hostel, including the bus and 
the walk, is approximately 25 minutes. 

The cost of the flight from Madrid or Barcelona to San 
Sebastian varies between 55 and 100 euros with Vueling or 
Iberia.

Please try to book flights directly from the website of the airlines, as it can be 
easier to make changes or request a refund in case of unpredictable flight 
disruptions due to the covid-19 pandemic.

On the E20 and E25 buses, cash fare payment is allowed, 
please have a few euros in hand for payment.

How to get there

- Boarding Pass of the flights
- All kind of tickets used (train, bus)

Here are some other options:

1. From Bilbao to Irun. You can also travel to Bilbao airport, 
Basque Country.
By bus: ALSA - 14 euros approximately
By train: Renfe - 35 euros approximately

2. From Barcelona to Irun
By bus: ALSA or Flixbus - between 30 and 40 euros 
By train: Renfe - between 40 and 50 euros

3. From Madrid to Irun
By bus: ALSA or Flixbus - between 20 and 35 euros 
By train: Renfe - 35 euros approximately

Once in Irun you can get to Hondarribia by local bus E25/E27

Mandatory

1. Before purchasing the ticket send to the host organization the information to check and confirm.
2. Send us by email and bring with you:

- Booking confirmation/E-ticket
- Proof of payment/invoice

- Boarding Pass of the flights
- All kind of tickets used (train, bus)



Reimbursement
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We encourage you to get organized to have everything you need, you must bring ORIGINAL flight tickets and 
invoices to the project, otherwise we will not be able to refund the money.
The reimbursement will be made by bank transfer to the account of your sending organization, according to 
Erasmus+ rules. 

We will refund all the money once we have all the documentation and dissemination has been carried out, 
the process can take up to a month and a half.

When purchasing the tickets, please note that there is a fixed maximum amount reimbursable for your individual 
travel expenses. This amount is set by the European distance calculator, travel costs from your home city to the venue 
and back. Travel expenses in excess of the maximum reimbursable amount will not be covered. You should arrange 
your travel with the most economical route possible. We will only be able to reimburse for public transportation (no 
travel by own car, cabs, etc.).

The maximum amount for travel costs is:

SPAINLATVIATURKEY GREECE ROMANIA

530 € 360 € 360 €360 € 180 €

If you have any questions, please contact your sending coordinator or host team before booking tickets.
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We strongly encourage you to be informed and to ask your organisation about any possible update 
during the previous weeks to the project.

You can enter in Spain with:
- EU Digital COVID-19 Vaccination Certificate. Valid 14 days after receiving the complete regimen.

- EU Digital COVID-19 Recovery Certificate. Valid from day 11 after the first positive NAAT and up to 180 days after the sample date.
- Certificate of a diagnostic test for SARSCoV2 with negative result.

The following diagnostic test shall be admissible:

➢ NAAT- nucleic acid amplification tests (e.g.: RT-PCR, RT-LAMP, TMA, HAD, NEAR, CRISPR, SDA), with sampling within the 
previous 72 hours to arrival in Spain.

➢ RAT-rapid antigen test, with sampling within the previous 48 hours to arrival in Spain.

If you travel by air, a form must be completed and signed electronically (from 48 hours before the flight departure) 
before your arrival in Spain. You can access the form and sign it via https://www.spth.gob.es/  

Facemasks are mandatory in indoor and outdoor spaces. All people must keep a physical distance of 1.5 metres. 
Alternatively, a face mask should be worn. 

We recommend you before traveling to check COVID measures at Re-Open.

COVID-19 Protocols

https://www.spth.gob.es
https://reopen.europa.eu/en/map/ESP/7011


What to bring to the project?
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Cultural nights

During the project we will be able to discover more about the cultures of the participants. Organize with 
your national team and bring traditional foods and/or drinks from your region to share with the group. 
As well as local stories, dances and songs.

Insurance

It is mandatory to have a valid travel and medical insurance (i.e. European Health Insurance Card) 
during your travel. The host organization will not cover any personal health costs.  If you need help with 
this, please contact your sending organization.

Participation fee

There will be a 40 EUR participation fee to be brought in cash at the beginning of the project. The money 
will be spent on the benefit of the activity to provide extra materials, activities and more fun times. In 
addition, rapid antigen tests will be purchased for all participants upon arrival at the project.

Comfortable and warm clothes 

● Do not forget towels.
● Umbrellas or rain coats are recommended.
● Sport clothes



Cheer up! Meet people from 
different parts of Europe and learn 
about social entrepreneurship!

European Cohope Experience

Feel free to contact us!
anadelvallecouto@gmail.com

Interested? Fill in the application form and send it to us.

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLScEeuJN3egao8Tn599MBwN2CSWezYo_O2lZ7a83fDvpmZTe2w/viewform

